Introduction
For Phase 1 of LEP a total of 128 coupled-cavity assemblies operating at 352 MHz will be installed, providing a maximum of 400 MV circumferential voltage.
The large bunch spacing in LEP allows the exchange of energy between the five cell slot coupled accelerating cavity and a low loss storage cavity during the interval between each bunch passage. The total power dissipation is thus reduced by a factor q.
Qa
+ Qs as q = 2Q Qa = Q value of accelerating cavity Qs = Q value of storage cavity.
The coupling between the two cavities determines the two resonant frequencies of the system f1 and f2. The cavity assembly is driven by both resonant frequencies where fi = fRF (nominal LEP RF frequency) f2 = fRF + Af Af = k.fRF = 8frevolution k = coupling factor (2.5510-4O). The cavity input signal is then the modulated waveform shown in Fig. 2 .
Sixteen of these assemblies driven by two 1 MW CW klystrons and the associated controls electronics form one RF unit.
The low power and controls electronics for each of the eight RF units are identical and each unit can be operated independently.
The eight units will be installed in two RF stations around intersection points 2 and 6 of LEP. A high-precision timing system has been developed to allow injection and accumulation into preselected RF buckets situated symmetrically around the circumference to allow simultaneous collisions in the four intersection points where experiments are installed.
The control of each major component inside one RF unit is done via a microprocessor-operated "Equipment Controller".
All the Equipment Controllers (for one RF unit) are connected via a bus system to an "RF Data
Manager" which coordinates all control functions inside one unit and also provides the interface to the general control system for LEP.
RF Generation and Distribution
The RF master generator which is located in the LEP control centre generates a reference frequency (NREF) for the whole RF system. From The master counter is programmed to produce an output after 31320 ± 15660 RF periods. As the master output occurs at half the rate of the reference trigger, the slave counter is required to supply the missing outputs.
The master counter output itself initiates 2034 counting in the slave which produces an output a fixed 31320 RF periods later.
Finally, the master and slave outputs are combined in an OR gate and resynchronized in a flip-flop clocked at 352 MHz in order to remove the jitter between alternate outputs. A laboratory prototype of ted satisfactory performance. than 15 ps and temperature 5 ps/OC. this system demonstraOutput jitter is less stability better than
Digital control
The control layout of the LEP RF system reflects the organization of the RF system as 8 identical RF units.
The layout inside each RF unit is the same and is such that each unit may be run independently, either remotely or locally.
Overall control of the RF system is by the general control system, the RF units being linked by process control assemblies to the controls network.
A diagram of the control layout within the RF unit is shown in Fig. 4 It contains a 20 slot G64 bus driven by a Z80 micro-processor. The software is written mainly in Pascal and is resident in PROM.
The Equipment Controllers interface a diverse range of equipment hardware, e.g. interlocks, temperature measurements, voltage and current readings and various tuning, phase and amplitude control loops.
In some cases the equipment hardware is interfaced directly using a specially designed 6U Eurocard.
In the case of more complicated hardware the interface is to a separate crate, using standard 6 unit interface cards in the Equipment Controller as far as possible.
The standard interface cards are: 16 bit parallel input output with isolation, 16 channel 12 bit ADC with input protection and 4 channel DAC.
There are direct connections between the HV Equipment Controller and the HV power supply in the surface building and also between the vacuum Equipment Controller and the separate vacuum equipment racks.
The Data Manager will be a multi-tasking VME based system handling control procedures, communications, surveillance and local control and will incorporate a touch panel and colour display facilities. One complete RF unit has recently been built in one of the experimental halls at CERN.
Most of the low power and controls electronics used as well as all other major components are1final LEP designs.
The Data Manager used in this test string is a CAMAC based SPS intelligent touch terminal computer which provides full touch panel control with colour graphics.
At the time of writing, 80% of full power has been reached with all essential parts of the low-power system working correctly.
